We get it, it’s not fun to talk about politics. We are all tired of it. Why can’t we just get on with it, have a good time, and pretend everything is fine?

Now more than ever we need to be active citizens by critically discussing our views while intently listening to others to understand their perspective. We as a nation are divided, we are divided because we don’t listen, and when we do we somehow have selective hearing.

We (young kids) get our news through social media, flipping through snapchat stories and sponsored posts to get opinions from others as the basis for our political understanding. The devastation, crisis, and catastrophe flickers between the things we find more important like what did Kim Kardashian do this time?

It is time to explore past our bubble. Likes and reposts can only take a society so far. Start writing your own stories of the past you have lived and the future you want to live in.

This is INTER-MISSION.
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